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Why Choose us?
You & Sea is the leading
independent sea school in
Scotland
You & Sea was established in early
2014 and has grown steadily. We are
now the only privately owned RYA
centre in Scotland that can offer the
full range of Sail, Motor, Powerboat
and Shorebased courses. Our
excellent reputation is very important
to us, as much of our business comes
from personal recommendation, and
we always strive to accommodate the
needs of our students. We are a busy
but small company which gives us
flexibility when organising courses and
we regularly work under ratio to give
students extra time to learn the skills.

You & Sea only employs
experienced instructors
We only employ instructors across all
our training courses who we know will
train to the level that we require. All
our instructors have years of
commercial experience as delivery
skippers, commercial operators,
flotilla skippers or simply have lots of
teaching experience across a wide
variety of vessels. Regular staff
training is also carried out by the Chief
Instructor to ensure our high
standards are maintained.

Numbers on each course are
limited
We offer a personal training program
to all students not just our PYT
students. Because of this we keep our
numbers low and generally run each
cruising course with 4 students.
Student to instructor learning time is
maximised in the classroom and
afloat.

Our training program is
flexible and modular to
ensure students get value for
money
The course program is organised in
such a way that each week has a
dedicated purpose and within those
weeks each day has set learning tasks.
Students are debriefed at the end of
each week by the instructor and if
possible by the chief instructor. This
enables us to identify very early on
both your strengths and weaknesses
and ensure an action plan is put into
place to build up your skills.
There is a full week’s break between
each module to reduce the chance of
burnout as these courses are
intensive. This will optimise learning
as breaks are as important as courses.
Most of our weeks are spent at sea
collecting quality sea miles and
developing skippering skills.

The shorebased weeks are a
combination of shorebased navigation
courses, 1-day RYA courses, bespoke
courses created by us and self-study
days to enhance the learning.
You & Sea has developed several
training partnerships over the last few
years which enable students to access
training not normally available to the
public as stand-alone courses.
Our students also have the option to
complete the full STCW endorsement.
The STCW First Aid and STCW
Personal Survival Techniques are
covered as part of the PYT Course.
However, our students have the
additional option to complete the
STCW Fire Fighting and STCW Personal
Safety and Sociable Responsibilities
which will give you the 4 elements
needed for the MCA STCW Basic
Safety Training week. All 4 options are
required for working on superyachts
and large commercial vessels.

Unique features in our
program
A unique feature of our PYT program
is a 3-4-week voyage around Scotland
taking in destinations such as St Kilda,
The Outer Hebrides, Orkney and the
Cromarty Firth. This part is essential
for developing the skills for long
passages, passage planning and
skippering.
All destinations are subject to
weather.
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Our Cruising Area

You & Sea

You & Sea’s Clyde base is convenient for the Firth of Clyde and the North Channel, providing sheltered
waters where training can continue in almost any conditions. In addition, the Clyde can offer almost every
type of harbour and anchorage giving a rich variety of pilotage exercises.
The Clyde is also a perfect starting point to explore one of the best cruising grounds in the world with
stunning yet challenging anchorages, strong tides and busy shipping lanes. The mile building sections of
the course will extend to take in Ireland, Isle of Man, North West England and of course the West of
Scotland.
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Our Boats
‘Millbrook’, a Nelson 42 ex Pilot Boat is a superb
training boat due its ‘go anywhere’ attitude. She is
one of the best sea keeping boats around and we
regularly train in weather that is less than
favourable. She is kitted out with the latest in
Raymarine electronics including 2 x 10” chart
plotters and a Quantum radar.
With long range fuel tanks, twin helm positions and
comfortable living quarters, she is ideally suited for
spending long periods aboard when training.

‘Sequel’, a Beneteau 393 is the latest addition to our
fleet. A spacious, well kitted out training boat, she is
equally equipped for spending long periods away
from our Clyde Base. She spent the latter part of
2017 undergoing a major refit to ensure everything
is up to the standards of the rest of our fleet. Like
Millbrook, we have invested in the latest Raymarine
equipment.
The living accommodation is split between 3 large
double cabin, 2 heads and a spacious living space in
the saloon.

‘Mustang’ is the original vessel in our fleet and
continues to work hard to provide powerboat
training ranging from Powerboat Level 2 to
Advanced Instructor Level.
Included in both the Motor and Sail PYT programs is
the Powerboat Level 2 course which will provide
cruising skippers with the skills to handle small
powerboats.
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Course Structure
Our PYT course is divided into 3 Modules of varying length with a week between each module. The total course
spans 18 weeks including the one-week gap between the modules. This enables a system of short periods of
intensive tuition with no time wasted, followed by brief rest periods to permit consolidation and avoid staleness.
Although this course is intensive, our aim is to build a student’s confidence as well as his/her knowledge and
experience. It is not a competition. If you are not ready to take your exam at the end of the course, we will be as
accommodating as possible and try to organise additional training. Each module comprises a mixture of shorebased theory taught in our classroom, and practical sailing. It is an important aim of the course to accumulate the
sea miles, including skippered passages, necessary for the final Yachtmaster Offshore qualification.
Practical sailing sessions are specifically detailed as dedicated distance sailing weeks or “drill and skills” weeks
close to home in the Clyde area. It is a very important feature of a course such as this that there is a good mix of
both types of sailing. Distance sailing exposes the student to longer passages offshore that will involve watch
keeping routines, crossing busy shipping lanes and advanced passage planning.
The “drills and skills” weeks will concentrate on short passages involving lots of pilotage exercises into and out of
different harbours coupled with lots of close quarter handling under sail and power. Time will also be spent on
emergency routines, fog navigation, rudderless sailing, spinnaker handling and sail trim. During all these practical
sessions skippering skills are developed and the student’s confidence grows. The student: instructor ratio on
board the yachts will be 5:1 or better. Instructors will hold detailed, personal de-briefing sessions with each
student on completion of each week.
Placed strategically throughout the course are ‘self-study’ days. These form a very important part of the course
with the students studying as a group or individually with access to the classroom’s materials. Feedback from the
instructors will enable the students to study up on the weaker areas.
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Overview of Sail Cruising Program
Qualifications gained:
•

RYA Competent Crew

•

RYA Essential Navigation & Seamanship

•

RYA Day Skipper Theory

•

RYA Day Skipper Practical

•

RYA Coastal Skipper/Yachtmaster Theory

•

RYA Coastal Skipper Practical

•

RYA Powerboat Level 2

•

RYA SRC VHF

•

RYA Diesel Engine Maintenance

•

RYA Radar

•

RYA Sea Survival

•

RYA First Aid At Sea

What’s included:
•

Accommodation for all practical cruising

•

All meals on board during practical courses

•

All course packs/books for above courses

•

Use of Lifejacket and Wet Weather gear on practical courses.

•

Full mentoring service from the Chief Instructor

What’s not included:
•

Accommodation during shorebased courses.

•

Meals during shorebased courses

•

RYA Exam Fees
o

£60 VHF

o

£185 YM Coastal

o

£215 YM Offshore
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Module 1: Day Skipper - SAIL
The aim of this module is to get the
student to advanced Day Skipper
Level. A Day Skipper should be able to
take charge of a yacht or motor boat
for short, day passages in familiar
waters.
The emphasis is on boat
handling and “line-of-sight” pilotage.
The student will be introduced to
the basic principles of navigation,
chartwork, tides and practical
meteorology. Following a welcome on
Sunday evening and a full induction on
Monday morning students will spend
Week 1 completing the RYA
Competent Crew Course which will
enable all students to go right back to
the basics of crewing and living onboard a yacht along with basic
seamanship and sailing skills.

This is followed by the RYA Essential
Navigation & Seamanship Course
which introduces the theory behind
subjects such as IRPCS, Anchoring,
pilotage, and much more.

Week 4 involves putting it all into
practice on the Day Skipper practical
course.
After a weekend off it’s time for the
first mile builder and to develop on
the skills already learnt. With the aim
of 400nm, Islay, Isle of Man and
Ireland are all distinct possibilities.
Week 2 is spent ashore completing
the one-day courses introducing VHF,
Diesel Engine Maintenance, First Aid,
Sea Survival and Radar.

Week

Activity

Target Miles

Monday - Friday

Competent Crew

150

Saturday & Sunday

Essential Navigation & Seamanship

Monday

VHF

Tuesday

Sea Survival

Wednesday

First Aid

Thursday

Diesel Engine Maintenance

Friday

Radar

Saturday & Sunday

Weekend Off

Monday - Saturday

Day Skipper Theory

Sunday

Self-Study Day

Monday-Friday

Day Skipper Practical

Saturday & Sunday

Self-Study Days

Week 5

Monday-Sunday

Distance Sail

Week 6

-

Week Off

Week 1

Week 2

Week 3
Week 4

Total Mileage
8

Week 3 sees students navigate the
Day skipper Theory course which
follows on nicely from the ENS course.
Subjects such as Chartwork,
Meteorology, Electronic Navigation
are all covered.

150
400
700

Shorebased
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Module 2: Coastal Skipper – SAIL
The aim of this module is to get the
student to advanced Coastal Skipper
Level. A Coastal Skipper should have
acquired the level of theoretical
(shore-based) knowledge necessary
for Yachtmaster. They will have
progressed beyond Day Skipper
mainly in the sense of being capable
of planning and skippering extended
coastal passages of approximately 4050 miles, using navigational (as
opposed to pilotage) techniques, and
at night if necessary. A Coastal Skipper
should be competent at boat handling
in confined waters under power or
sail.
The module starts with the
shorebased Coastal /Yachtmaster
theory course which is split over
weeks & 7 8. This takes the student
beyond Day Skipper theory level and
onto the next level.

More emphasis is placed on offshore
passage planning, advanced tidal
calculations and more in-depth
knowledge of meteorology.

Powerboat Level 2 and a 3 Day
Advanced Boat handling course
complete the first 2 weeks of the
module.

Week

Week 8, 9 & 10 are all practical sailing
weeks with the Coastal Skipper course
completed first and then 10 days of
Mile building and Skippered Passages
rounded off with a couple of days of
skills including Radar and blind
navigation.
As the weeks progress more
demanding tasks will be covered
such as sailing onto pontoons,
anchoring, mooring buoys, fog
navigation, steering loss and the like.
There is also a big increase in the
amount of night entries and
departures from harbours.
Towards the end of Week 10, there
will be an in-house assessment from
the Chief Instructor.

Activity

Target Miles

Monday - Thursday

Yachtmaster Theory (Day 1-4)

Friday & Saturday

Powerboat Level 2

Sunday

Self-Study

Monday - Wednesday

Yachtmaster Theory (Day 5 – 7)

Thursday - Saturday

Advanced Boat Handling

50

Monday - Friday

Coastal Skipper Practical

150

Saturday & Sunday

Yachtmaster Coastal Exam (if required)

Saturday & Sunday

Weekend Off

Week 10

Monday - Sunday

Mile building

400

Week 11

Monday - Saturday

Miles and Skills

300

Sunday

Self-Study

-

Week Off

Week 7

Week 8

Week 9

Week 12
Total Mileage

900
Shorebased

Practical
9
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Module 3: Yachtmaster Offshore – SAIL
The aim is to get the student to
Yachtmaster Offshore level by the end
of the third module. A Yachtmaster is
essentially a more experienced and
more capable Coastal Skipper. He/she
should be able to do all those things
expected of a Coastal Skipper better,
for longer and under more adverse
conditions. A Yachtmaster should be
capable of extended offshore
passages around British waters, by
day or night, coping with whatever
weather conditions may arise.
There are two main objectives
in Module Three. The first is the
accumulation of sea miles through
extended offshore sailing and the
second is two weeks of intense
exam preparation with a Yachtmaster
Instructor back here in the local area.

The culmination of all the hard work
in Module 1 & 2 is a long-distance sail
over 3-4 weeks taking in all corners of
Scotland. Under the watchful eye of

The reward is visits to more remote
parts of Scotland such as St Kilda, the
Outer Hebrides and Orkney. The last
leg of the passage sees the navigation
of the Caledonian Canal and
Neptune’s staircase.
After a brief rest, the students
complete a shore side skills week with
clinics arranged covering a host of
useful skills such as sail repair,
outboard electronics, rope work,
splicing and outboard engine
maintenance. This is followed by 3
days of theory brush up.

one of our experienced Instructors,
the students’ knowledge on rough
weather handling, tides, IRPCS, and
long-distance passage planning is
tested.

Week

The last practical week is an extended
Exam prep week followed by the
Yachtmaster Exam.

Activity

Target Miles

Monday - Saturday

Rhu to Mallaig

230

Week 14

Sunday
Monday - Sunday

Clear Day
Mallaig to Kirkwall via St Kilda

350

Week 15

Monday & Tuesday
Wednesday to Thursday

Clear Days
Kirkwall - Inverness

100

Friday - Monday

Caledonian Canal

70

Tuesday - Saturday

Fort William to Rhu

100

Sunday

Off

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday - Sunday
Monday - Friday

1 Day Ropework Course
1 Day Sail Repair Course
1 Day Boat Electrics course
1 Day Outboard Maintenance
Theory Brush up
Yachtmaster Exam Prep

Saturday & Sunday

Yachtmaster Exam

Week 13

Week 16

Week 17

Week 18
Total Mileage

75
925

Shorebased

Practical
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Overview of Motor Cruising Program
Qualifications gained:
•

RYA Helmsman

•

RYA Essential Navigation & Seamanship

•

RYA Day Skipper Theory

•

RYA Day Skipper Practical

•

RYA Coastal Skipper/Yachtmaster Theory

•

RYA Coastal Skipper Practical

•

RYA Intermediate Powerboat

•

RYA Powerboat Level 2

•

RYA SRC VHF

•

RYA Diesel Engine Maintenance

•

RYA Radar

•

RYA Sea Survival

•

RYA First Aid at Sea

What’s included:
•

Accommodation for all practical cruising

•

All meals on board during practical courses

•

All course packs/books for above courses

•

Use of Lifejacket and wet weather gear on practical courses.

•

Full mentoring service from the Chief Instructor

What’s not included:
•

Accommodation during shorebased courses.

•

Meals during shorebased courses

•

RYA Exam Fees
o

£60 VHF

o

£185 YM Coastal

o

£215 YM Offshore
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Module 1: Day Skipper - MOTOR
The aim of this module is to get the
student to advanced Day Skipper
Level. A Day Skipper should be able to
take charge of a yacht or motor boat
for short, day passages in familiar
waters.
The emphasis is on boat
handling and “line-of-sight” pilotage.
The student will be introduced to
the basic principles of navigation,
chartwork, tides and practical
meteorology. Following a welcome on
Sunday evening and a full induction
on Monday morning students will
spend Week 1 completing the RYA
Helmsman Course which will enable
all students to go right back to the
basics of crewing and living on-board
a motor boat along with basic
seamanship and sailing skills.

This is followed by the RYA Essential
Navigation & Seamanship Course
which introduces the theory behind
subjects such as IRPCS, anchoring,
pilotage, and much more.

Week 4 involves putting it all into
practice on the Day Skipper practical
course.

Week 2 is spent ashore completing
the one-day courses introducing VHF,
Diesel Engine Maintenance, First Aid,
Sea Survival and Radar.

Week
Week 1

Week 2

Week 3

Week 4
Week 5

After a weekend off it’s time for the
first mile builder and to develop on
the skills already learnt. With the aim
of 400nm, Islay, Isle of Man and
Ireland are all distinct possibilities.

Activity

Target Miles

Monday-Thursday

Helmsman Plus Course

75-100

Saturday & Sunday

Essential Navigation & Seamanship

Monday

VHF

Tuesday

Sea Survival

Wednesday

First Aid

Thursday

Diesel Engine Maintenance

Friday

Radar

Saturday & Sunday

Weekend Off

Monday-Saturday

Day Skipper Theory

Sunday

Self-Study Day

Monday-Thursday

Day Skipper Practical

Friday & Saturday

Powerboat Level 2

Sunday

Boat Prep / Self Study

Mon-Sunday

Distance Sail

Week 6

150

400

Week Off

Total Mileage
12

Week 3 sees students navigate the
Day Skipper theory course which
follows on nicely from the ENS course.
Subjects such as Chartwork,
Meteorology, and Electronic
Navigation are all covered.

500
Shorebased
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Module 2: Coastal Skipper – MOTOR
The aim of this module is to get the
student to advanced Coastal Skipper
Level. A Coastal Skipper should have
acquired the level of theoretical
(shore-based) knowledge necessary
for Yachtmaster. They will have
progressed beyond Day Skipper
mainly in the sense of being capable
of planning and skippering extended
coastal passages of approximately 4050 miles, using navigational (as
opposed to pilotage) techniques, and
at night if necessary. A Coastal Skipper
should be competent at boat handling
in confined waters under power or
sail.

More emphasis is placed on offshore
passage planning, advanced tidal
calculations and more in-depth
knowledge of meteorology.
Powerboat Level 2 and a 3 Day
Advanced Boat handling course
complete the first 2 weeks of the
module.

Week

Week 8

Week 9

Week 10
Week 11

As the weeks progress more
demanding tasks will be covered
such as sailing onto pontoons,
anchoring, mooring buoys, fog
navigation, steering loss and the like.
There is also a big increase in the
amount of night entries and
departures from harbours.
Towards the end of Week 10, there
will be an in-house assessment from
the Chief Instructor.

The module starts with the
shorebased Coastal/Yachtmaster
theory course which is split over
weeks & 7 8. This takes the student
beyond Day Skipper theory level and
onto the next level.

Week 7

Week 8, 9 & 10 are all practical sailing
weeks with the Coastal Skipper course
completed first and then 10 days of
mile building and skippered passages
rounded off with a couple of days of
skills including Radar and blind
navigation.

Activity

Target Miles

Monday - Thursday

Yachtmaster Theory (Day 1-4)

Friday & Saturday

Intermediate Powerboat

Sunday

Self-Study

Monday - Wednesday

Yachtmaster Theory (Day 5 – 7)

Thursday - Saturday

Advanced Boat Handling

50

Monday - Friday

Coastal Skipper Practical

250

Saturday & Sunday

Yachtmaster Coastal Exam (if required)

Saturday & Sunday

Weekend Off

Monday - Sunday

Mile building

400

Monday - Saturday

Miles and Skills

300

Sunday

Day Off

Week 12

Week Off

Total Mileage

500
Shorebased

Practical
13
2
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Module 3: Yachtmaster Offshore – MOTOR
The aim is to get the student to
Yachtmaster Offshore level by the end
of the third module. A Yachtmaster is
essentially a more experienced and
more capable Coastal Skipper. He/she
should be able to do all those things
expected of a Coastal Skipper better,
for longer and under more adverse
conditions. A Yachtmaster should be
capable of extended offshore
passages around British waters, by
day or night, coping with whatever
weather conditions may arise.
There are two main objectives
in Module Three. The first is the
accumulation of sea miles through
extended offshore sailing and the
second is two weeks of intense
exam preparation with a Yachtmaster
Instructor back here in the local area.

The culmination of all the hard work
in Module 1 & 2 is a long-distance sail
over 3-4 weeks taking in all corners of
Scotland.

Under the watchful eye of
one of our experienced Instructors,
the students’ knowledge on rough
weather handling, tides, IRPCS, and
long-distance passage planning is
tested.

Week

The reward is visits to more remote
parts of Scotland such as St Kilda, the
Outer Hebrides and Orkney. The last
leg of the passage sees the navigation
of the Caledonian Canal and
Neptune’s staircase.
After a brief rest, the students
complete a shore side skills week with
clinics arranged covering a host of
useful skills such as sail repair,
outboard electronics, rope work,
splicing and outboard engine
maintenance. This is followed by 3
days of theory brush up.
The last practical week is an extended
exam prep week followed by the
Yachtmaster Exam.

Activity

Target Miles

Monday - Saturday

Rhu to Mallaig

230

Sunday

Clear Day

Week 14

Monday – Sunday

Mallaig to Kirkwall via St Kilda

350

Week 15

Monday & Tuesday
Wednesday - Thursday

Clear Days
Kirkwall - Inverness

100

Friday – Monday

Caledonian Canal

70

Tuesday – Saturday

Fort William to Rhu

100

Sunday

Off

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday – Sunday
Monday – Friday

1 Day Ropework Course
1 Day Sail Repair Course
1 Day Boat Electrics course
1 Day Outboard Maintenance
Theory Brush up
Yachtmaster Exam Prep

Saturday & Sunday

Yachtmaster Exam

Week 13

Week 16

Week 17

Week 18
Total Mileage

75
925

Shorebased

Practical
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Useful Information
Books and Equipment
All books required for the course will be supplied at
the start of each Module with the G15 Logbook and
Competent Crew Course notes being supplied on
registration. A Bretton Plotter and a set of dividers
is recommended to have personally however sets
are available which can be used during the course.
We will provide you with a list of additional books
which are recommended background reading.

Clothing
Clothing should be packed in a soft crew-bag. Full
bedding and a towel is provided in the course cost.
Good quality wet weather gear is also provided
however if you have your own you are more than
welcome to bring it. Warm clothing such as hats,
gloves, thermals and boots are also highly
recommended. Please feel free to call for advice if
you want more information on the above. The
marina has laundry and drying facilities

Documents & Money
Some of the practical cruising weeks will include
trips to Republic of Ireland where identification will
be required. A Driving Licence is acceptable.
Money will be needed for;
1. Meals during shorebased weeks.
2. Occasional visits to pubs/restaurants
during the course are at the crew’s
discretion.
3. Exam Fees.

Accommodation:
During shorebased parts of the course
accommodation is not included. We do have a list
of B&B’s local to Rhu Marina. Occasionally we may
be able to offer you accommodation onboard if the
cruising boats are in but that is not guaranteed.

Photographs:
You will need 5 passport size photographs for
certification
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